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Abstract

Analyzing periodic video sequences is a key topic in ap-
plications such as automatic production systems, remote
sensing, medical applications, or physical training. An ex-
ample is counting repetitions of a physical exercise. Due to
the distinct characteristics of periodic data, self-supervised
methods designed for standard image datasets do not cap-
ture changes relevant to the progression of the cycle and
fail to ignore unrelated noise. They thus do not work well
on periodic data.

In this paper, we propose CycleCL, a self-supervised
learning method specifically designed to work with peri-
odic data. We start from the insight that a good visual
representation for periodic data should be sensitive to the
phase of a cycle, but be invariant to the exact repetition,
i.e. it should generate identical representations for a spe-
cific phase throughout all repetitions. We exploit the rep-
etitions in videos to design a novel contrastive learning
method based on a triplet loss that optimizes for these de-
sired properties. Our method uses pre-trained features to
sample pairs of frames from approximately the same phase
and negative pairs of frames from different phases. Then,
we iterate between optimizing a feature encoder and re-
sampling triplets, until convergence.

By optimizing a model this way, we are able to learn fea-
tures that have the mentioned desired properties. We eval-
uate CycleCL on an industrial and multiple human actions
datasets, where it significantly outperforms previous video-
based self-supervised learning methods on all tasks.

1. Introduction

When analyzing temporal data, repetitions are om-
nipresent in most types of applications: repetitions of phys-
ical exercises [15]; discrete sets of repeating steps in au-
tomatic production processes [3]; seasonal changes in re-
mote sensing [44]; periodic patterns in medical applica-
tions, where they play a key role when analyzing vital signs
such as heart rate or respiration [1, 27].

Thus, feature representations that capture the main as-
pects of periodic data are of key interest. In most cases,
such data is very different from what can be found in stan-
dard datasets like ImageNet [11] or the Kinetics dataset [8],
which are visually and semantically extremely diverse. In-
stead, in periodic data diversity is limited, and small dif-
ferences are often fundamental. For instance, satellite im-
ages might always capture the same region with the goal
of finding when seasonal patterns deviate from normality,
e.g. during a drought. For models to perform well on such
data, they need to be able to detect subtle changes. This
limits the success of the de-facto standard of employing
transfer learning from existing datasets [12, 29, 35, 47]. At
the same time, labeled data for these applications is typi-
cally scarce and hard to acquire. Thus, in this paper we
propose to employ self-supervision to learn strong repre-
sentations for periodic videos. These features can then be
used for a set of downstream tasks such as repetition count-
ing [15] or anomaly detection. Focusing on feature learn-
ing is motivated by works such as [37], which showed that
with sufficiently general representations, a simple model
like k-nearest neighbors achieves strong performance on
tasks such as anomaly detection.

A plethora of self-supervised methods have been pro-
posed to tackle general feature learning, e.g. [9, 10, 14, 16,
18,19,30]. These methods, however, are typically designed
for datasets such as ImageNet and struggle with periodic
data. The prevalent contrastive methods [30], such as Sim-
CLR [9], use random augmentations of the anchor as pos-
itive samples, and randomly sampled images as negative
samples. Therefore, the model is trained to be invariant to
pre-defined transformations of the same instance. This ap-
proach works well on highly diverse datasets, but becomes
less effective on periodic data, as evidenced in Sec. 4.1,
where a nearly identical image may be repeated once ev-
ery cycle. In such cases, randomly selecting negative sam-
ples and forcing the representation to be dissimilar impedes
the learning process, making a smart selection mechanism
necessary.

We start from the following insight: a good visual rep-
resentation for periodic data should be sensitive to the pro-
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Figure 1. Overview of our SSL method for Periodic Videos: frames are encoded with a CNN and used to build a Temporal Self-Similarity
Matrix (TSM) between the frames in a clip. From this matrix, we sample positive and negative frames for each anchor by selecting the most
similar or dissimilar frames to build triplets. We then minimize a triplet loss, thereby pulling positives closer to the anchor and pushing
negatives away. We iterate this process until convergence. To make the model more robust, we augment the positives with a set of random
transformations and use them as inputs when computing and minimizing the loss.

gression/phase in the cycle. At the same time, it should be
invariant to the exact repetition, i.e. produce the same rep-
resentation for the same phase across cycles. We exploit
this property to design our novel self-supervised learning
method with smart triplet sampling, which is trained via
a triplet loss [40]. Specifically, we hypothesize that even
with a suboptimal feature representation it is possible to
find frames that are clearly showing a different phase of the
cycle. At the same time, it should be possible, with bet-
ter than random accuracy, to find pairs of frames showing
roughly the same phase. We use this idea to compute simi-
larities between frames and, from these, sample initial pos-
itive and negative pairs, and start the optimization process.
Our method iterates between computing new triplets and
optimizing the encoder, until convergence. This is similar
to deep clustering [6], which alternates between assigning
images to clusters and optimizing the feature representation
by predicting the cluster index of an image. In our exper-
iments, we show that by optimizing the feature representa-
tion this way, we are able to learn frame embeddings that
have the desired properties described above (see Fig. 2).

Concretely, we make the following contributions: (i) A
novel self-supervised learning method designed for periodic
video data and applicable over a wide range of domains. (ii)
An augmentation strategy adapted to periodic data, further
boosting the performance of our method. (iii) Evaluation on
an industrial and on three human actions dataset over two
tasks. Our approach outperforms previous self-supervised
learning methods such as SimCLR [9], RepNet [15], Tem-
poral Cycle Consistency [14] and DINO [7] on nearest
neighbor classification and unsupervised anomaly detec-
tion. On the indutrial dataset, for example, our method re-

duces the gap to a fully supervised method to 8%, from 18%
for the second best method (TCC). The remainder of the
paper is structured as follows: in Sec. 2 we discuss related
work. Sec. 3 introduces our method. Sec. 4 experimentally
validates the benefits of our approach. Finally, Sec. 5 con-
cludes our paper.

2. Related Work

Our method relates to existing works for self-supervised
representation learning, in particular to methods that learn
representations from videos via temporal signals.

Self-supervised learning (SSL). This is an effective way
for pre-training deep models without the need for human
supervision. SSL is based on the idea that a model can
learn general visual representations by solving a pretext
task. Such a task uses pseudo-labels extracted programmat-
ically from the data itself, rather than human-provided la-
bels. Through using a representation learned this way, little
to no supervision is necessary to solve a downstream task,
such as anomaly detection or image classification. An early
canonical example of SSL is based on rotating images and
predicting their rotation angle [16]. Recent methods use
contrastive learning [9, 10, 18, 21], a form of metric learn-
ing, where positive pairs are created based on augmenta-
tions of an image itself. [43] proposes an extension to con-
trastive methods, tailored to diverse and heavy-tailed image
datasets. Via clustering the dataset into semantically-similar
subsets, they create relevant hard negatives by sampling
within these clusters. When learning on repetitive videos
we encounter the opposite problem, making this method un-
suitable for periodic data (see Sec. 1)
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Figure 2. Our triplet selection mechanism: the feature similarity between consecutive frames is exploited to estimate a set of triplets
such that the positives (green) belong to the same phase as the anchor (black) but in successive repetitions, while the negatives (red) belong
to different phases. At the beginning of the training process the similarity (orange line) is noisy and the selection is inaccurate, but after
just five epochs (blue line) the model learns representations that are sensitive to the phase but invariant to the specific repetition.

An alternative to contrastive approaches is DINO [7], a
self-supervised method for vision transformers [13], and its
extensions [31, 34]. DINO is a form of knowledge distil-
lation with no labels, where the student is trained to pre-
dict the same features as the teacher, whose weights are
the moving average of the student’s weights, rather than di-
rectly optimized weights. Recently, masked autoencoders
(MAE) [20] have been proposed for feature learning. They
also rely on vision transformers [13], but instead aim to
reconstruct a masked input. While generally performing
well, MAE models are worse in anomaly detection tasks
than previous self-supervised methods, as shown by Reiss et
al. [38].

Apart from these most relevant works, a plethora of other
SSL methods exist. For a more in-depth review of self-
supervised learning methods, please refer to [2, 24, 28].
Learning representations from videos. Several methods
rely on the temporal dimension of videos to design self-
supervised objectives [14,15,19,23,25,33]. Temporal Cycle
Consistency (TCC) [14] proposes an objective over pairs of
videos. It optimizes the representation such that if a frame
b in one video is the nearest neighbor for frame a in an-
other video, the inverse holds as well. [26] extends [14] by
additionally maximizing the similarity between frame and
video representations (which are average pooled frame rep-
resentations). Instead of using separate local and global ob-
jectives, [19] learns a representation by globally aligning
video pairs using a differentiable version of Dynamic Time
Warping [4]. Both methods however require class labels for
each video to build pairs and struggle with periodic data,
since the alignment becomes ambiguous.

More related, [15,23,46] also learn from periodic videos,
specifically to perform repetition counting. SimPer [46] is
based on contrastive prediction similar to SimCLR [9]. In-
stead, RepNet [15] is trained through creating synthetic rep-

etitions and using the period length as a supervision signal.
Jacquelin et al. [23] sample triplets from periodic videos to
optimize a metric learning objective, as in our work. How-
ever, they use a fixed sampling scheme relying on adjacent
frames. Our method instead dynamically samples frames
across different repetitions within the same video, thus pro-
ducing more general features. This leads to more powerful
representations, as they are invariant to the exact repetition
of a periodic input, while increasing the sensitivity to the
progression in a period.

In our experiments (Sec. 4) we compare our approach
to [7, 9, 14, 15, 23], covering multiple canonical categories
of methods designed to address this problem. Our findings
show that CycleCL outperforms these alternatives on peri-
odic video datasets.

3. Our method: CycleCL

We introduce CycleCL, a self-supervised learning
method for learning feature representations on periodic data
(Fig. 1). Periodic video or image sequences have a set
of key characteristics: (i) They exhibit a repetitive signal.
(ii) Variations during a repetition might be visually sub-
tle, e.g. when alternatingly lifting a foot during a planking
exercise. (iii) Variations irrelevant to the repetition might
be prominent, e.g. when the camera is not static, there are
camera flashes or partial occlusions of the repeating pattern,
like in Fig. 5. Therefore, an effective visual representation
for periodic data should accurately capture the phase of a
cycle while remaining unaffected between repetitions. In
other words, it should yield the same representation for a
given phase across all repetitions. Our novel self-supervised
learning method exploits the periodicity in videos to di-
rectly optimize a feature encoder to have these properties.
Our method iterates between:
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(i) Sampling triplets: for each frame, finding other frames
that represent the same phase but in a different rep-
etition (positives), and frames that depict a differ-
ent phase (negatives).

(ii) Optimizing the encoder f(·), such that the distance
from the anchor to the positives becomes smaller com-
pared to the distance from the anchor to the negatives.

By iterating this process, our method learns features that
capture the variations that are relevant to the periodic signal
and ignore other irrelevant changes.

To optimize the encoder we specifically minimize a
triplet loss [40] during training:

L(T ) =
∑

(va,vp,vn)∈T

[
∥f(va)− f(vp)∥22

− ∥f(va)− f(vn)∥22 + α

]
+

(1)

where T is the set of valid triplets (va, vp, vn). The margin
parameter α guarantees that only (semi-)hard samples play
a role in the training process. Triplets where the negative
sample is farther from the anchor than the positive sample
by more than α do not contribute to the loss. We select
triplet loss as it operates on a specific set of positive and
negative examples. In contrast, more recent loss functions,
such as InfoNCE [30], use a single positive and treat all
other samples in a batch as negatives, which leads to an
incorrect labeling for periodic data.

Next, we discuss our triplet sampling strategy and net-
work architecture in detail.
Triplet sampling. When training with the loss in Eq. (1),
the key is sampling adequate triplets. The goal is to se-
lect frames as positives if they depict the same phase as
the anchor and as negatives otherwise. Devoid of ground
truth, this can not initially be done perfectly. But even with
an unoptimized feature encoder, it is possible to find such
samples with better than random accuracy [6]. We do this
by sampling positive and negative pairs based on the sim-
ilarity of their feature representations. Initially, these fea-
tures are produced by a model trained for ImageNet classi-
fication and a randomly initialized head, but as the encoder
f(·) gets updated in consecutive steps, the feature represen-
tations evolve and allow more accurate sampling.

Fig. 2 shows how our sampling strategy provides a rele-
vant learning signal.

The prerequisite to sampling triplets is a temporal self-
similarity matrix (TSM). Given a representation f(vi) for
each frame vi of the input video, we compute the self-
similarity matrix S using the negative squared Euclidean
distance. Since the input videos can be very long, and we
are interested in modeling short-term cycles, S is computed
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Figure 3. Visualization of the proposed triplets sampling methods.
The green and red dots represent, respectively, the selected posi-
tive and negative samples for the current frame at index 0.

only on a chunk of the video, i.e. a window of C subsequent
frames. The result is a matrix with shape |C| × |C|, where
Sij is the similarity between the embeddings of frames vi
and vj , computed as:

Sij = −Dij = −∥f(vi)− f(vj)∥22 (2)

An example of self-similarity matrix is shown in Fig. 4. We
propose two different sampling strategies based on the sim-
ilarity matrix S:

(i) Min/Max Top-k: given an anchor frame va from
a video chunk C, the set of positive frames Pa is
sampled using the k most similar frames, i.e. Pa =
k-argmaxvp∈C Sap, while the negatives Na are taken from
the k most dissimilar ones.

(ii) Mean Thresholding: the mean similarity between the
anchor va and all the frames in C is used as threshold for
the selection, computed as: µa = 1

|C|
∑

v∈C Sav , where
Sav is the feature similarity between the anchor and video
v. Frames with similarity below the threshold are taken as
positives and above as negatives. An additional hyperpa-
rameter β controls the selection margin between the posi-
tives and the negatives, to ensure that the selected frames
only have a strong similarity or dissimilarity. The final sets
of positives and negatives are defined as:

Pa = {vp ∈ C | Sap > µa(1 + β)} (3)
Na = {vn ∈ C | San < µa(1− β)} (4)

Fig. 3 presents a visual comparison of the selection meth-
ods. While the number of positives and negatives is a fixed
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hyperparameter for Min/Max Top-k, their number is auto-
matically set in Mean thresholding based on relative simi-
larity, allowing it to select more accurate triplets.
Frame Encoder. The frame encoder f(·) is composed of
two main components:

(i) Feature Extractor: each frame vi is fed separately
to a convolutional encoder to extract intermediate embed-
dings. The spatial dimensionality is kept. We used a
ResNet model in our experiments, but this component is
architecture-agnostic.

(ii) Projection Head: The convolutional features un-
dergo dimension reduction through a 3D convolutional
layer, global max pooling, and a linear layer. The 3D convo-
lution helps the network to model short-term temporal pat-
terns to better distinguish similar-looking frames but with
different motion contexts.
Augmentations. We propose to augment the positive
frames with random image transformations when optimiz-
ing the model. As the triplet loss (Eq. (1)) forces the posi-
tives to be closer to the anchor than the negatives by some
margin, adding augmentations on the positives, but not the
negatives, makes the task harder by forcing the network to
become invariant to these transformations and thus makes
it more robust [42]. The augmentations are used only when
computing the loss. The triplets selection is performed on
the unaltered frames to avoid changing the TSM and thus
reducing the quality of the sampled triplets.

4. Experiments

In this section, we compare our approach with previous
state-of-the-art methods. We arrange the evaluation in two
steps, namely feature learning and anomaly detection, and
focus on their results separately to get a better overview of
the single contributions.
Datasets. We evaluate our method on four diverse datasets.
The first one, which we refer to as Industrial dataset, con-
sists of videos from production lines in the glass packag-
ing industry, which we collected. This dataset consists of
575 unlabeled videos for training and 707 labeled videos
for testing, with an average duration of 2 min. We collected
these samples from cameras installed in production lines,
and annotated anomalous events leading to loss of products.

The second is Countix [15], a subset of Kinetics [8] con-
taining repetitive actions usually used as a benchmark for
repetition counting tasks (examples in Fig. 5).

To ensure a comprehensive evaluation, we also include
the QUVA [39] and PERTUBE [32] datasets in our evalua-
tion. These datasets are closely related to Countix in terms
of domain but are significantly smaller in size. QUVA is
composed of 100 videos, while PERTUBE consists of only
50 videos. Given that, we follow [15] and use them as test

(a) ImageNet pre-trained (b) CycleCL (Ours)

Figure 4. Temporal Self-similarity Matrices (TSM) produced with
a model trained on ImageNet and with CycleCL. A lighter color
represents a higher similarity. In the video depicting a periodic
process (top), the embeddings from the ImageNet baseline do not
show strong similarity patterns at regular intervals. The model is
not invariant to insignificant changes in the input. Our CycleCL
model instead captures the periodicity accurately. For the non-
periodic video (bottom), the TSM from CycleCL clearly shows a
difference in similarity when an anomaly occurs (marked by the
red lines), while the ImageNet model is not able to capture this
change as clearly.

datasets on which we evaluate the models trained on Coun-
tix.

All the datasets have labeled intervals from two classes:
periodic and non-periodic. For the Industrial dataset, the
samples were manually annotated by an expert. For Coun-
tix, QUVA and PERTUBE the labels were provided by the
authors.

Implementation details. We employ a ResNet-18 [22]
model as encoder, pre-trained on ImageNet. The outputs
of the last convolutional layer are stacked along the tem-
poral dimension in chunks of 64 frames and forwarded to
the projection head, followed by L2 normalization. During
training, we train to convergence, i.e. we stop the training
process when the loss drops to zero for multiple consecutive
iterations, which typically happens after around 40 epochs.
We use the Adam optimizer, with a learning rate of 10−4.
We sample long video clips of 100 frames, to maximize the
number of valid triplets at each iteration. More details in
the supp. material.
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Industrial Countix QUVA PERTUBE
Method AP F1 AP F1 AP F1 AP F1

Random 04.05 03.95 36.62 30.67 06.07 02.06 15.95 11.42
ImageNet pre-trained 46.25 46.31 40.23 37.18 10.30 10.12 27.89 27.05
SimCLR [9] 27.45 29.62 39.12 38.84 12.38 09.24 30.45 29.51
RepNet [15] - - 41.24 43.22 12.88 12.85 35.39 32.22
DINO [7] 50.65 50.92 38.24 37.40 12.47 12.03 33.45 32.59
TCC [14] 53.88 54.14 39.76 39.41 11.42 11.61 31.29 30.61
CycleCL (Ours) 61.35 63.86 45.27 43.16 13.79 13.65 36.98 37.47

Table 1. Comparison against baselines and current state-of-the-art approaches. Our CycleCL method significantly outperforms the Ima-
geNet baseline and previous state-of-the-art methods. Notably, it significantly outperforms the canonical SimCLR [9] which struggles with
periodicity, where nearly identical images are repeated once every cycle. In such cases, randomly selecting negative samples, as done in
this method, is suboptimal. It also compares favorably with RepNet [15], which is specifically designed for periodic data.

4.1. Feature Quality

We first evaluate the robustness of the learned represen-
tations in terms of separation between non-periodic and pe-
riodic samples.
Evaluation protocol. We evaluate our method on the four
datasets and compare it against previous approaches dis-
cussed in Sec. 2. In line with other recent works [7, 45],
we use a weighted k-NN classifier on top of the features
f(xi) to determine if a frame is taken from an interval de-
picting a periodic process or not. Since video data has a
strong temporal redundancy between neighboring frames,
we do leave-one-out evaluation, i.e. we exclude frames be-
longing to the same video of xi when computing the near-
est neighbors. The set Nk of top k nearest neighbors is
determined using the Euclidean distance. The final clas-
sification is computed via weighted voting. Following the
evaluation setting of Wu et al. [45], a class c gets a total
weight wc =

∑
i∈Nk

αi1ci=c, where αi =
1

d2
i+ϵ

and dxi is
the distance between the target sample x and sample i. We
report F1-score, i.e. the harmonic mean between recall and
precision, as well as Average Precision (AP).
Compared methods. We compare against SimCLR
[9], DINO [7], Temporal Cycle Consistency (TCC) [14],
and RepNet [15], all state-of-the-art approaches for self-
supervised learning. We further include a random baseline
and a baseline with features of a ResNet-18 model trained
on ImageNet.

For a fair comparison, all methods use the same 3D
backbone as ours and were trained on the same data. The
only exception is RepNet, where we use the original model
trained on Countix, as released by the authors, since the
training code was not made available. Moreover, since the
Industrial dataset significantly differs from Countix, Rep-
Net results for it are not included.
Results (Tab. 1). Our method outperforms the current state
of the art on all four datasets on both metrics, except RepNet
on Countix, where CycleCL outperforms RepNet in AP and

Figure 5. Example from Countix [15]. Even for frames showing
the same phase of a bike spin, there is large variation due to posi-
tion differences, camera zoom, illumination changes and a camera
flash, highlighting the difficulty of learning relevant features.

is on par in terms of F1. On the industrial dataset, the F1

score is improved by 17% compared to the ImageNet pre-
trained baseline, and by 13% compared to the DINO model.

In terms of previous methods, SimCLR does not per-
form well on Countix and on the Industrial dataset as it
struggles with periodic data, as discussed in Sec. 1. Opti-
mizing for Temporal Cycle Consistency [14] performs well
on the Industrial dataset, but worse than SimCLR [9] and
RepNet [15] on the other datasets, especially so on Coun-
tix. Countix depicts more diverse actions with larger visual
variations, and TCC struggles with repetitions as aligning
across videos becomes ambiguous in this case. RepNet’s
performance is only slightly worse than our method. But
it also requires a more complex augmentation pipeline for
generating synthetic videos compared to ours. To conclude,
these strong results show that CycleCL is able to produce
robust representations.

Apart from a comparison against other SSL methods,
we also evaluated a supervised baseline on the industrial
dataset. There, the features are extracted from a ResNet-18
model, trained with a supervised signal on the available an-
notations of the training split. This model achieved 70.81 of
Average Precision and 71.91 of F1-score. While the perfor-
mance gap w.r.t. a supervised model persists, our method
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Figure 6. Autocorrelation plot of a periodic (top) and non-periodic
(bottom) video. The autocorrelation of two periodic signals mea-
sures their correlation as they shift in time, revealing any repeating
patterns between them. The cyclic nature of the input is clearly
visible during a normal process but disappears during an anomaly.

reduces it to 8%, compared to more than 18% for all the
other methods.
Visualizations. Fig. 4 shows an example of TSMs ex-
tracted from a periodic and non-periodic video. Our Cy-
cleCL model encodes the progression of the cycles better
than the ImageNet baseline. Fig. 6 depicts two autocorrela-
tion plots from the same videos. This visualization shows
how good our features are: the period of the cycles can be
easily determined by using simple techniques like Fourier
transforms.

4.2. Ablation study

We perform a set of ablation studies on the Industrial
dataset to justify some of the decisions we made when de-
signing CycleCL and show the robustness of our method
w.r.t. specific parameter values. Here, we focus on the key
design choices (more ablation experiments are provided in
the supp. material).
Triplets sampling strategy. We compare our sampling
against other strategies found in the literature (Tab. 2). Our
Mean thresholding approach with β = 0.3 outperforms all
the other methods. Compared to the best-competing strate-
gies proposed in [14, 23], its F1 score is 9% higher.

Building triplets by using the nearest frame as positive
and the second nearest as negative, as done in the Adja-
cent [23] method, is not effective on these datasets. De-
pending on the framerate, the next and the second next
frames could have high similarity, and learning to sepa-
rate them leads to the model focusing on less relevant local
changes.

Min/Max Top-k sampling consistently chooses an equal
amount k of positive and negative samples from each video
clip, irrespective of how similar they are to the anchor.
Therefore, it does not account for potential differences in
the distribution of valid positives and negatives across vari-

Method AP F1

Random features 04.05 03.95
ImageNet features 46.25 46.31
Adjacent [23] 41.32 41.65
TCC [14] 53.88 54.14
Min/Max Top-k (Ours) 53.76 57.54
Mean Thresholding (Ours) 61.35 63.86

Table 2. Ablation study on the triplets sampling strategy for the In-
dustrial dataset. Our best sampling strategy (Mean Thresholding)
outperforms the other strategies and baselines.

ous clips. In contrast, Mean thresholding does not rely on a
fixed k value, but instead takes into account the similarities
to determine the number of triplets to sample. This dynamic
approach allows for adjustments based on the varying dis-
tributions and the relative balance of positive and negative
samples across clips (e.g. a video tends to have more neg-
ative pairs than positives). As a result, it leads to a more
effective and less noisy selection process.
Data augmentations. When minimizing the triplet loss
(Eq. (1)), our method quickly learns to correctly separate
matching from non-matching pairs and converges. As men-
tioned in Sec. 3, adding augmentations introduces harder
samples and helps to produce more robust representa-
tions [36]. We test applying the following set of augmen-
tations: brightness and contrast alterations, color jittering,
Gaussian blurring, and random cropping. The triplets se-
lection is performed on the original frames to avoid alter-
ing the similarity values and thus reducing the quality of
the sampled triplets. Therefore the augmented versions are
used only when computing the loss.

We analyze different strategies to apply these augmen-
tations (Tab. 3): augmenting all samples, augmenting only
the positives, or not using augmentations. We find that aug-
menting only the positives works best and it improves the
F1-score by 7.5% compared to not using augmentations.
By augmenting only the positive samples and keeping the
negatives unaltered, the model needs to learn to focus on
the relevant information that encodes the current phase and
ignore the changes introduced by the augmentations. Aug-
menting also the negatives makes the task again easier and
performs worse than not using augmentations at all.
Sequence length. The length of the sequence for sampling
triplets is an important hyperparameter. During training, us-
ing a longer video sequence can provide more valid posi-
tive and negative pairs and improve the training signal by
including more complex cases. Thus, performance is gen-
erally higher for longer input sequences (see Tab. 4). But
there is a trade-off between sampling from long sequences
and a reasonable batch size, due to memory constraints of
the GPU. We see a small performance drop for a sequence
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Data Aug. AP F1

All 50.19 51.98
Positives Only 61.35 63.86
None 55.64 56.39

Table 3. Ablation study on the data augmentations for the Indus-
trial dataset. Augmenting only the positives outperforms the other
approaches by a significant margin.

of 200 frames with a batch size of 2. We believe that this is
because there are too few samples for Batch Normalization
to work well.

4.3. Anomaly Detection

We now evaluate how well the learned features transfer
to an anomaly detection task.
Evaluation protocol. We focus on the Industrial dataset
and use the same ground truth as Sec. 4.1. Any interval
annotated as non-periodic, which is rare, is considered as
anomaly. Anomalies are classified fully unsupervised based
on the feature distance to other frames, in contrast to the
previous section, where frames were classified based on the
labels of other videos. We use our frame embeddings as
input to standard anomaly detection methods, namely k-
Nearest Neighbors, Local Outlier Factor [5] and One-Class
SVM [41]. Using the available annotations we then com-
pute the precision-recall curve and the corresponding AP.
We also report the oracle F1-score, the maximum attain-
able F1-score for the given anomaly ranking if the optimal
classification threshold was chosen.
Feature representation. We use the learned features di-
rectly (Raw). We also propose a version where a frame
is represented by its similarity to other frames in the clip
(Cycle), i.e. by its row in the temporal similarity matrix, as
c(vi) = Si:.
Compared methods. As baseline, we apply the same tech-
niques to features extracted from a model pre-trained on
ImageNet, as done for the feature quality evaluation. We
also compare our methods against an autoencoder (AE) and
Mem-AE [17], a state-of-the-art approach for anomaly de-
tection based on reconstruction error. Since these meth-
ods directly provide an anomaly score, no additional post-
processing techniques are needed.
Results. Tab. 5 shows the results. Our model outperforms
all compared methods by a significant margin: it exceeds
the ImageNet baseline by 13% in F1, even when using our
cycle representation to improve it. The gap between the
plain and memory-augmented autoencoders is even more
extreme (13% F1 for Mem-AE vs. 53% for our method).
These methods do not perform well on this dataset, likely
because the videos are visually rather static, and the high-

Seq. Length Batch Size AP k-NN F1

ImageNet - 46.25 46.31
10 32 48.82 48.30
25 16 55.89 54.37
50 8 60.68 60.02
100 4 61.35 63.86
200 2 61.19 63.57

Table 4. Ablation study on the sequence length of sampled video
clips, for the Industrial dataset.

Encoder Features AD Method AP F1

ImageNet Raw LOF 12.8 19.8
ImageNet Cycle k-NN 26.2 39.8
AE - - 08.6 09.3
MemAE [17] - - 09.1 13.2
CycleCL Raw LOF 19.4 27.9
CycleCL Cycle k-NN 44.3 52.9

Table 5. Comparison of different feature representations and
anomaly detection methods according to the frame average pre-
cision (AP) and oracle F1 scores.

capacity models used are able to learn to reconstruct the in-
put successfully even in the presence of anomalies. The cy-
cle representation provides significant improvements in the
anomaly detection task compared to the raw embeddings
(with our method, from 28% F1 for raw to 53% for cycle
features). This is because they capture a larger temporal
context at a lower dimensionality, thus making it easier to
represent changes in temporal dynamics.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we proposed CycleCL, a self-supervised
learning method for periodic data. We designed a novel
contrastive learning method based on a triplet loss. It it-
erates between (i) sampling frames from approximately the
same phase as an anchor and negative frames from differ-
ent phases and (ii) optimizing a feature encoder to increase
their separation, until convergence. We evaluated CycleCL
on frame-based nearest-neighbour classification and unsu-
pervised anomaly detection on a new Industrial dataset and
on three human actions datasets. By achieving state-of-the-
art results on such different domains, we demonstrate the
effectiveness of our method on static and dynamic camera
scenes, including both subtle and large visual differences.
Our extensive evaluation against the previous state of the art
such as SimCLR [9], RepNet [15], Temporal Cycle Con-
sistency [14] and DINO [7] shows the benefits of our ap-
proach: it significantly outperforms all compared methods.
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